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VNA Philadelphia’s
10th Annual Butterfly Release & Community Celebration of Life GOES VIRTUAL!

Philadelphia--- Visiting Nurse Association of Philadelphia Announces 10th Annual Butterfly Release & Community Celebration to be virtual in interest of community!

In the interest of the health and safety of the community, the 10th Annual Butterfly Release & Community Celebration of Life will GO VIRTUAL this year! A universal symbol of hope, the butterfly symbolizes the soul in many cultures. This year, in the interest and safety of the entire community, VNA Philadelphia will host a VIRTUAL Butterfly Release & Community Celebration of Life.

Hundreds of butterflies will be released in the symbolic and reflective backdrop of the Cancer Support Center’s Suzanne Morgan Center in Fairmount Park to remember and honor loved ones. While the annual event typically gathers family and friends to pay tribute with a butterfly release, this year’s event will be videoed and shared the week of July 27th. A recording of the butterfly release and information on the 2020 event sponsors, including JEVS Care at Home, Home HealthWorks, G. Choice Funeral Homes, LAOH (Ladies Ancient Order of Hibernians, Inc.) Division 39, West Laurel Hill Cemetery & Funeral Home, Enclara Pharmacia, Independence Blue Cross and more will also be available at: http://www.vnaphilly.org/2020-butterfly-release/.

To recognize the Celebration of Life component, community organizations will provide an overview of their programs. To learn more about The Butterfly Release, visit: http://www.vnaphilly.org/2020-butterfly-release/.

###

VNA Philadelphia is the oldest and largest non-profit home health and hospice provider in the region and one of the most innovative in the nation. Founded in 1886, VNA Philadelphia is headquartered in the East Falls section of the city and serves more than 50,000 residents of Philadelphia and the surrounding suburbs each year. VNA Philadelphia is Medicare Certified, licensed by the State of Pennsylvania, and Accredited by the Community Health Accreditation Program (CHAP).

To find out more about the VNA, contact us at 215-473-0772 or visit www.vnaphilly.org.